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1. The main compatible smart Phone models are as follows: 

Only support: Android 4.4+, iOS8.0+, bluetooth4.0+ 

iPhone: 4s,5,5s,5c,6,6+,7 

Android phone: 

(1) Lenovo:  K50-t5, ZUK Edge, ZUK Z1, ZUK Z2, ZUK Z2 Pro 

(2) Huawei: mate7, mate8, mate9, p8, p9, p10 

(3) Honor: 3c, 3x, 6, PE-TL20 

(4) Samsung: E7, note3, s6, s7 

(5) Meizu: MX5, metal, PRO6, note2 

(6) Mi: Mi2, Mi2A, Mi3, Mi4, Mi5, note 

(7) ZTE: V50, nubia Z7, nubia NX513J 

(8) OPPO: R8,R9,R9s,R9s+, Find7 

(9) Vivo: Xplay5, Xplay6,x7,x9 

 

2. Main Remind ICON 

  anti sleep             Sedentary           upgrade             sync 

  sport mode           SMS                  connect break        ware bracelet 

 take photo            find phone             alarm                charging 

 whatsapp             facebook              QQ                  wechat 

  step                  distance               bluetooth              calories 

heart rate           power off 

 

3. Power ON/Off 

If the bracelet if powered off, please hold the key for more than 5s, it will power on. 

When bracelet screen is light, press and hold the key on bracelet, it will show . Then 

press the key to change the cursor to , after a moment, it will power off.  

 



 

 

4. Download and use APP 

(1) Scan QR code or search “Smart Bracelet” from  APP Store/Google Play. Then download and install the 

APP. 

应用宝 App le Store Go ogle Play
 

 

(2) Open the APP and register 

For better experience, please register when using Smart Bracelet APP. When the registration is 

complete, all data is saved to the server, no longer have to worry about data loss or replacement 

bracelet. 

 

 



 

 

(3) Login and input your little information. 

 

 

(4) APP binding bracelet. 

 

Notice: 

(1) The APP will check the email and send message to the email, please use the correct email to register.  

Please make sure: 

a) Email address is correct 

b) Your email system do not reject our mail. 

c) The email is in normal use. 

(2)  If the email is error, there may be the following problems: 

a) Can not receive the verification code. 

b) Can not retrieve the password. 

c) Can not get the previous data. 

d) The network is in good condition and the network is smooth. 

 

 

 

 



 

 

5. APP binding bracelet (Turn on Bluetooth) 

(1) Binding the bracelet with Lenovo "Smart Bracelet" “Lenovo Healthy”” Lenovo Life”APP, APP scan to the 

appropriate device, click on the device name, and then touch the button on the bracelet to confirm the 

connection when it vibrates. 

 

 

(2) After binding the APP and bracelet, it will sync the data first. Then go to the “Firmware Update” function 

for check the bracelet firmware version. 



 

 

 

 

6. Firmware Update 

There are two upgrade mothed. 

(1) If the APP is used the first time, please exit and kill the APP process, and then re-open the APP, APP 

will reconnect bracelet automatically. After connected, the OTA prompt will be shown, user can choose 

“Done” for upgrading. If there is no upgrade prompt, there may be several reasons: (1) network 

problems, (2) bracelet is the latest version. 

While upgrading, the bracelet screen will show . 

 

 



 

 

(2) If the APP is not used the first time, you can go to the “Firmware Update” function for check the bracelet 

firmware version and upgrading.  

 

 

(3) After the upgrade is finished, please sync the APP and bracelet again, otherwise the version shown in 

“Firmware Update” function mybe incorrect. 

 

7. Upgrade failure measures 

If the upgrade is failure, the bracelet will always stop in the upgrade interface, APP and bracelet can not be 

connected, bracelet can not restart, such as the following picture. 

 

 

In this case, you need to unbind the APP and the bracelet. 



 

 

 

 

 

Then re-bind them. When binding bracelet, APP will prompt the bracelet is in the upgrade mode and ask you 

to upgrade, please choose “yes” to confirm the upgrade, it will finish the upgrade again. 



 

 

 

 

8. Bluetooth/Connection Issue 

Bracelet must be conneted with smartphone by Smart Bracelet APP, Do not connect them by smartphone 

OS bluetooth. Sometimes bluetooth connection with APP is broken, When Bluetooth connection breaking, it 

will re-connect automatic. But bluetooth communication is affected by environmental factors, it is 

difficult to connect 100%. 

Bluetooth connection breaking FAQ, please refer to the document “Lenovo FitnessBand Bluetooth 

FAQ.docx”. 

Lenovo 
FitnessBand Bluetooth FAQ.docx

 

 

9. How to enter help 

You can enter the APP help function for more help. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

10. Music control operation guide 

Open your “Smart Bracelet”APP, and open the “Control music” function, according to the following steps: 



 

 

 

 

(1) Adjust the menu in bracelet to Music, ,  and waiting for 3 seconds  

(2) The music control menu is like this:     

(3) Press the key on bracelet to change the cursor， such as   to  

(4) When you confirm the cursor, press and hold the key on bracelet for 3 seconds, you can control music 

playpack. Such as previou, next, play/pause   

Notice: 

As the music player software are many versions, the two functions in the bracelet maybe have some 

compatibility issues, hereby explain the functional performance. 

(1) Bracelet must be connected with APP. 

(2) Support IOS 8.0+/Android 4.4+, bluetooth 4.2+ 

(3) Support phone native music player 

(4) Support the original player that conforms to Google Company specifications 

(5) IOS Music player must have the local music, the local music is needed to add by itunes 

 

 

11. Take photo operation guide 

Open your “Smart Bracelet”APP, and open the “Take Photo” function, according to the following steps: 



 

 

 

 

(1) Enter the “Take Photo”, the camera logo will show in bracelet  

(2) Press the key on bracelet for taking photo, the pictures are saved in your smart phone. 

As the camera software are many versions, the two functions in the bracelet maybe have some compatibility 

issues, hereby explain the functional performance. 

(1) Bracelet must be connected with APP. 

(2) Support IOS 8.0+/Android 4.4+, bluetooth 4.2+ 

(3) The camera software should built on the basis of the original mobile phone software, and not necessarily 

compatible with the camera software with other function, such as beauty camera. 

12. How to enable third party notifications 

Notification must be enable, and only support the notice which can display in Status Bar of the smartphone. 



 

 

When you finished setting, please exit the settings page, then the settings takes effect. 

 

 

 

13. how to see previous data 

If you register, all the previous data are storaged in smartphone and cloud, you can see previous data as 



 

 

following. If you erase the data in your smartphone, you can restore them by re-login. 

 

 



 

 

 

 

14. How to start Anti-Sleep mode 

In Anti-Sleep mode, bracelet will vibrate to alert the user to sleep, especially when you drive or on night shift. 

Two methods to start Anti-Sleep mode: 

(1) From bracelet side: 

When bracelet screen is light, press and hold the key on bracelet, it will show . Then 

press the key to change the cursor to  , after a moment, it will start the Anti-Sleep mode. 

(2) From APP side: 

When bracelet is connected with APP, you can start Anti-Sleep mode as following steps: 

 

When you enter Anti-Sleep mode, the bracelet will display like the this:  



 

 

15. How to start the aerobic mode 

Two methods to start aerobic mode: 

(1) From bracelet side: 

When bracelet screen is light, press and hold the key on bracelet, it will show . Then 

press the key to change the cursor to , after a moment, it will start the aerobic mode. 

(2) From APP side: 

When bracelet is connected with APP, you can start running mode as following steps: 

 

 

When you enter running mode, the bracelet will display like the this:  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

16. Sedentary 

If you are sedentary for long time(the time can be set), bracelet will remind you, and the screen will show 

. You can set sedentary function according to the following. 

 

 

 



 

 

17. How to disable “Wrist up time display” 

“Wrist up time display” function can be enable or disable, the oprate steps is below, When you finished 

setting, please exit the settings page, then the settings takes effect. 

 

 

 

 



 

 

18. How to disable “Hart Rate Monitor” 

You can enable/disable the “Hart Rate Monitor” function according to the following steps, When you finished 

setting, please exit the settings page, then the settings takes effect. 

 

 

19. How to Enable Target 

If you set the movement target, when you reach the target, bracelet will vibrate to remind you. To enable 

this function, you need enable: 

(1) Set the target: 

 



 

 

(2) Enable the target remind: 

 

 

20. Caller Remind 

When incoming call, the band will remind you, if the caller is storaged in your connect list, the screen can 

display the name of caller, otherwise, it will display the phone No. 

Restricted condition 

(1) APP must work properly. 

(2) APP and band must connect properly. 

(3) Caller ID Only support Simplified Chinese(less then 4 chinese characters),French, Spanish, Italian, 

Hungarian, Turkish, Polish, Russian 
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